Supporting Information for Triblock Terpolymer Helices Self-assembled under Special Solvation Conditions
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Figure 1S. TEM images of B350C160T160 aggregates sprayed from CHCl3/EOH and THF/EOH at fEOH = 99.5% 58 d (b) after solution preparation. The samples were stained by OsO4.
Figure 2S. TEM image of B_{240}(C_{0.75}P_{0.25})_{120}T_{120} (a) and B_{240}(C_{0.65}P_{0.35})_{120}T_{120} (b) micelles sprayed from THF/MeOH at f_{MeOH}=81% after sample aging for 58 d.

Figure 3S. TEM images of B_{240}C_{120}(T_{0.75}A_{0.25})_{120} (a) and B_{360}C_{160}A_{160} micelles sprayed from THF/MeOH at f_{MeOH}=81% 2 weeks after sample aging. The first sample was stained by OsO_4 and the second sample was stained by both RuO_4 and UO_2(Ac)_2.